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LOS ANGELES FAIRE 

The first annual 	"99 FEST-WEST 'e6'. 
hosted Is; the Los Angeles TI Users 
Group was a qualified success from 
several viewpoints. Perhaps the most 
valuable result of thP show was to 
demonstrate the continuing support for 
the TI 99/4A home computer, 
Approximate!' 20 vendors from all oder 
the United States and Canada attended 
the show, A wide variety of products 
ware damonstratd ranging from original 
TI software modules to new, innovative 
products developed by Millers Graphics, 
Digit Systems, Myarc, DataBioTics, 
Merhatronic, 	Cor- 	Comp 	and other 

a-impanies. 

-.— 
One of the more exciting products was a 

new 'IBM type Ueyboard demonstrated by 

Millers Graphics. 	This 	full 	sized 

esyboard; 	with 	separate 	function, 

numerical and cursor keys comes with an 

interface 	card 	for the Peripheral 

Expansion Box. 	The keys are fully 

programmable 	with 	a 	separate 32k 

type-ahead buffer. In addition, 

Millers Graphics was also marketing 

their range of software, books and the 

GramKrarker. 

Digit Systems was showing a new ROB 

Interface for the TI 99/4A which allows 

the use of high resolution 'Red Green 

Blue' monitors. This is a professional 

quality display interface that pro,dides 

sharper images, brighter colours, 

better alpha-numeric displays and also 

eliminates the colour distortion on the 

vertical edges of graphics and text. 

The "interference noise" which results 

in herringbone patterns is eliminated 

well. The DII/T Systems conversion 

..nnsists of a Video Decoder Interface 

and the ROB Conversion Kit. Some 
soldering is required to connect the 

Conversion to the TMS99ISA video Ichip. 

This hardware modification is simple to 
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BILL GRONOS 

Upon 	return 	from 	Los 	Angeles, 
confirmation from Bill 	&ratios 	was 
waiting 	in 	the mail stack. 	Bill will 
be writing a regular column for R/D 

Computing each month. 	Plans include 
programs, assembly routines, 	system 
information etc, 	Basically whatever 

strikes his imagination at 	the time. 

Requests from all of you are solicited: 

what would you like to see over the 

next several months'? 

Following is a partiel e):corpt from a 

recent letter which indicates some of 

the current attitude and politics 

involved with copy protection. 

By Bill Gronos 

I see that much is still happening in 

the world of the 99/4A with e4cellent 
serious user articles; the type 



accomplish. Owners and dealers should 
have no problems performing the ROB 
conversion. A linear input, 80 column 
rated ROB monitor is required to take 
full adrantage of this new display 
enhancement. Note: this interface does 
HOT provide for an 80 column display 
from the TI 99!4A. It DOES provide for 
readable FORTH screens and much clearer 
images. 

Myarc Incorporated was demonstrating 
their Extended Basic Level IV and 128k 
operating system. They also had their 
hard disk personality card on display 
*long with the Myarc 12Sk and 512k 
cards. Myarc also claims to have their 
new operating system and new compatible 
computer ready to show at the New 
Jersey TICOFF on March 15th in Roselle 
Park, N.3. Considerable discussion 
with ono 04 their programmers revealed 
information that does sound as if Myarc 
has a revers* engineered operating 
system ready to go that does 	not 
violate TI's copyright. 	We will be 
attending TICOFF in New Jersey to see 
firsthand the state of affair,. 

DataBioTics introduced their MiniNriter 
III, a cartridge based word processor 
with addi.tionol features and a built-in 
printer interface. This new product 
only requires a cassette recorder to 
operate. A printer and cable is 
optional. The SuperSpace cartridge 
with improved disk software is noo in 
full production. This modulo offers an 
additional Sk of CMOS RAM memory and 
the Editor Assembler GROM chip on one 
cartridge. Software includes SuporBug 
II, module typo program examples and 
other utilities. Battery backup is 
included for the device.. 

Mechatronic of West Germany via Ryte 
Data and T.A.P.E. Systems introduced 
the 128k GRAM Card which allows users 
to download and run any module from 
disk. Additional software on the card 
allows up to two modules to be loaded 
into the card under keyboard control. 
An on-board HEX monitor allows any 
memory location to by examined and 
changed at will. The card can be 
configured to act as 128k of RAM, a 
128k RAMDISK or as a full 128k of 
GCraphicsiRAM. An additional 13k is 
added to Basic programs. Each card can 
be upgraded to 512k and two cards can 
be installed into the PE Box. 

The new TI Mouse with an icon based 
disk manager was also shown. Other 
products included Extended Basic II 
plus, • 128k stand-21one memory unit 
with built in printer port, EPROM 
programmer and the TI operating sysf 
book, 'INTERN'. A now 2.8" micro drioW 
drive including the disk controller for 
the TI CC40 was also shown and 
aemonstratel. 

CorComp has developed a home control 
system using thr standard BSP type 
modules. 	This approach uses the house 

wiring to transmit codes to lights, 

appliances, motors etc. You can 

program the device on screen to set up 

the control cycle and then use your 

computer for other tasks; the BSR 

controller carries on from there! 

We were showing the new GPL Assembler 

which works with the GRAM Card and the 

OPL ' Memory Modulo prototype. This 

program is marketed under exclusive 

license in North America from 

Eloktronik Service in West Germany. 

The GPt Memory Module contains an EPROM 

based program with speciel GPL loader 

and 8k of memory for the cartridge 

port. This device functions exacts-- 

like TI's proprietary GROM chips us 
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GRONOS cord' 
preferred to write. However, Charlie 

LaFara kept insisting that too few 

people were interested in that type of 

article and that the typical user was 

"Joe Six-pack' who didn't even writs, 

B4SIC programs. So, my creative ideas 

wore frustrated. 

From reading ;our articles, I see that 

other hackers have not boon detered... 

some brilliant things aro being done. 

When some jerk makes a disparaging 

remark, I instantly challenge him to a 

bet on some performance standard to 

show him just how hot the TI is when 

you know what to do with it. 

USING THE 99/4A FOR SOUND ANALYSIS 

By Bill Orono: 

It's 7:30 am in a sleepy Spani 

town. 	Zaragoza is • city of night 

owls; Spaniards usually don't oat till 

10:00pm and discos stay open to 5:00 
am. 
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I get out of my bed, take A quick 
hower to wake myself up, then head for 
y computer. For more than a year my 
9/4 has been used for little more than 
word processor, but toda/ wilt be a 
e ssance. From Kr, bookcase I take 
!ow..wa boA of disks, breaking a fine 
tisp of spider web that aerved to 
metiers. them in place. I flip throuoli 
it to see if I have the right box, 
toticing a disk that I had never used. 
That disk is the interprotor for • 
:computer lanouage I have never even 
bothered to try: Forth. It seems that 
I have boon too busy trying to learn 
another language: Spanish. And since 
falling in lust with se-noritm named 
Folisa who conveniently speaks fluent 
English, I never got past such 
rudimentary and essential phrases such 
as, "Cerveza, for favor", "'Que. Buena 

estas!", "/Ouieres joder7". Yes, this 
is the right box; it has my editor. 

assembler disk. 
This all puts me in a slightly sad 

mood, because this disk reminds me of 
my past demi-life when I was the senior 
technical editor for 'Enthusiast '99" 
magazine. 	At that time I was on this 
leading edge of 99/4 	developments, 
be4ng one of the first to see and play 
w. 	& slow of new devices and programs 
for a very special computer. Foi 
almost two years now the world of the 
99/4 has been passing me by, with only 
a single window to view it: Bruce was 
kind enough to put me on the mailing 
list for his newsletter. 

This newsletter has been my onl/ 
source of news for the state of the 
99/4 computer. I am amazed at the 
devices now coming to market, which 
tells me that there is a core of 
serious, knowledgeable users who 
realize how powerful their 99/4's are. 
I remember theorizing about a GROH 
enulator box while sittino in Charlie 
LaFara's Jacuzzi with a programmer from 
TI - now such a device is available, 
along with a GPL assembler to support 
it! The 99/4 is better supported now by 
third party suppliers that when TI was 
at their homy computer height. 

I have no fondness for TI as a 
company, for I feel they gave their 
loyal consumers a raw deal. What they 

A do for us was provide the most 
Awarkable collection of electronics 
that *59.95 could buy. They called it 
a home computer, but that's like 
calling a magic wand a SNiZ2le StiCk. 
The 99/4 is a serious computer for  

people who have more than a program 
module mentality. A testament to its 
power is an observation made by Jack 
Carrel, who also used to write for 
"Entusiast '99" but is now testing , 
nukes in Nevado'. He wont for a job , 
interview with TI and they gave him a . 
tour of ono of their plants. 	He said , 
the,/ used man,, 99/4s to control ,..arious 
phases of plant operations. 

I thought m/ computer 	article 
writing days wore over. My last effort 
was a phamplet titled "The Hidden . 
Powers of Disk Fixer', which a company 
in California hired me to write for one 
of their software package's. The end of 
my career did have it's good points: no 
more staying up to 3am two days in a 
row to meet publication deadlines. But 
now Bruce, has dragged me back to my 
Editor/Assembler module, And once again 

am 	fighting to get an article 
Finished while the world of fun and 
frolic 	flirts 	with me through my . 
window. 

Let me preview what ar, articles 
will ba about for those of you who 
aren't familiar with my previous 
writings. I am not a hardware guru; my 
strong suit is 9900 assembl/ language, 
which taught myself using a . 
Mini-Memory 	module, 	and 	an 
Editor/AssembIer manual that I borrowed , 
from LaFara, who was the president of 
the International 99/4 User's Group; 
comparc. which went bankrupt following,. 
TT's decision to stop marketing home. 
computers. I was too cheap to shell : 
out over *1000 fr a disk drive, memory 
expansion and E/A package. 	This was 
probably a stroke of luck, because it 
is so much easier to learn assembly 
lanouage with the Minimemory, since it . 
blares a nasty beep at you as soon as' 
yOu type in one illegal character of a 
program line. With the E/A you have to 
load thr editor, create a file, save 
the file, load the assembler, puzzle 
over sale mysterious error messages, 
reload the editor... Of course, that 
was during the bad old days before 
tutorials 	existed. 	Hopefully, 	my 
programming articles will balance out . 
all the hardware tips and projects. 

I don't want to just give you some 
"gee whiz" coding to bo typed into your 
console without knowing the foggiest 
idea of how it works. I hope to give; 
you the tools that you can add to and _ 
modify to extend the power and 
usefullness of you computer. 	And, . 
hopefully, I can make it kind of fun. 
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What 	do best is play and 
experiment. I like to amuse myself by 
finding novel things that can be done 
with my computer. 	The goal is to 

create 	something 	that gives me a 
"cranial orgasm". I had a. lot of fun 
with Basic, but when I started typing 
in the magic incantations of assembly 
language, I became multiorgasmic and 
felt the earth move. 	This 	first 

article for the R/D Computing 
newsletter mill share one of my very 
first such orgasmic experiences: using 

the 99/4 for primitive voice 
recognition WITH NO ADDITIONAL HARDWARE 
REGUIRED. 

I started out by eeading the input 
of pin 30 of the TMS 9901 chip that is 
used within the computer console to 
read data from cassette tapes. Instead 
of a program tape, I would play music 
and note the changes in the logic state 
of pin 30. I concluded tha the logic 
state changes when the audio wave form 
changes from positive to negative, and 
that the time that the pin took to 
chenge states was proportional to the 
wave length of the sound. From there I 
progressed to displaying the changing 
6attern of wave shapes on my monitor. 
I would play different music passages% 
and sit in fascination as my favorite 
pieces gained a visual component. One 
of the most interesting displays was 
produced by the heavy bass bell gonging 
in °Tubular Bells", by Mike OIdfield. 
I have watched music displayed on an 
oscilloscope, but it was no where near 
as fascinating as this. The next step 
was voice analysis. 

Most cheap cassette players have a 
monitor function that lets /ou listen t 
whet you are recording through the 
eaphone. I put a blank tap. into the 
player, set it on record And spoke into 
the built-in microphone. From there I 
did an analysis that allowed me to say 
"stop" and "go", and the computer could 
discriminate between the two words. 
Talk about cranial orgasms, I had the 
stuff coming out My ears' This wA1L 

befora Milton Bradley came out with 
their voice recognition computer games. 

I excitedly showed this to Charlie 
LaFara, but he wasn't impressed. Hy 
told me I wasted my time on cranial 
orgasms. and I should spend my time 
writing & computer game. Like most of 

computer discoveries, I never put 
this to any practical use. I hope you 
will have as much fun with ik as I did. 

The first program listing, Sour 

Analyzer 1, is onw of my very first 
assembly language programs. It was a 
milestone for me, for I had transcended 
a frontier and was exploring a new 
realm of exciting uses for my computer. 
To use it, attach a cassette plays.' to 
your computer as if you were goireg-to 
load a program, but instead play a 
music tape. Your screen will be filled 
with patterns of characters, and in 
effect you will be sewing thy music. 
Instrumental music works thr best, +or 
it will let you discern individual 
instruments withing the patterns. 

Your eye may not think so, but 
program 2 is an improvement. It 
bypasses the built in video access 
routine to give a significant increase 
in speed. The patterns now represent 
about 1/100 of ze. second of the sound 
you are hearing, and your oyes have 
trouble following the rapidly changing 
patterns. We need this speed increase 
to improve the resolving power of our 
program +or future uses. 

Program throe adds only a minor 
change: two lines of coding that lot 
you freeze the pattern as long as the 
function key is depressed. Try playing 
different types of music while tapping 
the key. The regularity of he 
patterns can easily be seen. 	- 

This simple bit of coding is the 
building 	block 	for 	many powerful 
programs: voice analisis, speech 
recognition, accessing your computer 
from any phone that has push button 
tone capability, using the computer to 
drive a disco light show, etc. Your 
computer has become • laboratory for 
examining the world of sound. P/a.; 
with these short programs ahtil my next 
Article, for now I have to pack a 
suitcase and catch a bus to Madrid at 
6:1Sam tomorrow morning, where I'll be 
spending a week working on my reel job. 

If .iou wish to write to me. from North 
America, my address is: 

PSC BOX 4619 
APO NY, NY 09286-5375 

For those of you who may be wi iting 
from somewhere else in the world, my 
home address is: 

Plama San Francisco 5, e54.7. dcha;-' 2 
lets*, 50006 Zaragoza, Spain 
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• SOUND ANALYZER 1 4 

4 4 -3 4 4 * -3 4 4 4 ** 4 al 4 4 4 -5 4 

* DTSPLAYS SOUND INPUT FORH CASSETTE 
4 	ER ON HONITOR SCREEN LA!!  

444,444444444-4.44444W4 

* SOUND ANALTZER 3 A 
44444444444444$4444 

* ALLOWS FREE=IHO OF SCREE!' R7 FRES-3E11C 
4 FUNCT/ON KEY 

DEF RUH 
LI 2,:.4/) 

LI 0.:,30:1 
HOVE 210>SCOZ 
SUFD 2 
HO7B 2;0>SCO2 
SUET '2 
LI 1,:e1E00 
TB 27 
TUE C 
AI 1,::100 
MOVB 110>SCOO 
DEC 0 
XNE D 
TB 7 1TEST FUNCTION KEY 
XNE D *IF PRESSED GOTO D 
JHF A 
END 

REF 'ISBN *REFERENCE 7IDEO WRITE 
DEF RUN *DEFINE rroG START 	RUN 

RUH 
	

CLR 0 
LI 1,)1E.)0 
TB 27 
INE C 
AI 11>100 
BLWF OVSEW 
INC 0 
CI 0.-200 
PIE r 
INF RUH 
END 

Next: putting your speech synthesizer 
INSIDE your console. 
From Peter Shubert TISHUG Australia: 
Here is another internal mod for your 
console. 	NOTE: Do not do this or the 
32k matchbox expansion if you would 
like to add an INTERNAL Disk Controller 
ir) the future as this product is beieg 
designed now and will require all the 
internal space and may include the 32k 

memory, 
First you must remove the speech board 
from the plastic case and metaI cover. 
Remove the female connector from the 
speech board by lifting each contact 
from the board with a small screwdriver 
while at the some time applying the 
soldering iron tip. Don't try to do 
more than one contact a 	time,. 
When all contacts on both sides of the 
board are loose, the connector should 
cale free with a little rocking back and 
forth. Now jou have a clear area to 
Attach the ribbon cable. 
I separated about 40mm (1 1/2 in.) of 
tha end of a length of 16 wire ribbon 
cable. This can be separated in the 
midlIe for two lengths of 8 wire as 
there aro 8 wires used on each gide of 
the board PLUS on earth (ground) wire 
on the bottom side on pin 21. An grAtra 
wire is needed for this. 
Solder wires to the contacts shown 
below:- 
TOP 2 12 14 36 30 40 42 44 
BOT 1 3 5 19 21(011D) 35 37 39 43 

44,4**4-144-4**4441.4T.04 

SOUND ANALYZER 2 
4 *44 *461444444S AI s s 	-5 

•1117s FROG U3ES DIRECT VIDEO NEMORY 
WRITE TO IMFROVE DI:;FLA7 SFEED 

DEF RUN 
* PREPARE VDP NEPOr: FOR DIREC7 WRITE 
RUN 	LI Z.)40 lz,ET 	: AEDEESS 0 
A 

	

	LI 0,3300 MIESET SCREEN COUNT 
NOVB 2,USCO: *-EET LOW B7TE 
SUFB 2 
MOVE 2,c,ecin -SET RICH r.:Tr 
SW'S 

4 READ AHD DISFLAY SCUND 
LI 1,";1E00 4:A.E IS BAR CHARACTER 
TB :- *TEST SOUND INPUT 
THE C 
AI 1.:'100 	 TC BOX 
NOUB 1.0>BC,0 4DISPLA7 CHAR 
DEC 0 %DECREPEl!T CCEEEN COUNT 
JHE B *JUMF IF ':CEN I:N T PULE:. 
JMF A 4REEET s:= 
EtiD 

There you have it. 	The 	start 	of 
something new ID:. Bill Oronos. 

On *hat note; there is a new qame for 
Commodore systems called "Hacker" which 
Opens up with the mex5a-3e: 	"Please 

logon'. 	That= it, 
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Next attach some double sided tap* to 
the underside of the board where it is 
fairly smooth. Two small pieces may be 
best for good support. This; will mount 
the speech board onto the metal cover 
of the main console board. The two 8 
wire ribbon cables must go to the I/0 
port connector without obstructing 
access to the connector Coo that other 
acceseories can still be plugged in). 
I did this by running the ribbon cable 
under thr metal cover at the sides of 
the main bored, one at each side of the 
TIO connector and soldering each wire 
to the very inner end of the connector 
traces. Strip only the minimum of 
insulation from the end of each wire 
and insure that the metal covers still 
fit. You will Gave to judge the 
correct length of ribbon cable so that 
the speech board fits in an Area above 
the main board THAT IS FREE OF 
OBSTRUCTIONS when the main board is 
mounted back into the console caise. If 
the 32k memory expansion is not already 
fitted then I would mount the speech at 
the other end of the main board from 
the I/0 connector so that the 321. can 
still be added later, close to the 
module port extender. 
Now choch all your wiring again and 
ensure that pins 1 and 2 aro wired on 
the correct end of the speech board and 
T/0 connector. Neat soldering is a 
must. You can now test it out. 
If you do not get a master screen when 
you turn on the console then 	YOU 
obviously did something wrong. Check 
the wiring. 	14 you cannot see the 
fault, start disconnecting wires tilI 
you get a mast er screen. 
e************************************* 
IF YOU ATTEMPT THIS MODIFICATION, YOU 
DO SO AT YOUR OWN RISK!!! 
1************************************** 
The speech should function normally 
just as it did plugged in externally. 
I have used my modified console with 
32k and speech for some lime now and 
have found no problems with then or any 
programs run on my system, which has 
the rE Box attached. I have a TI 32k 
card but I do not use it now. With the 
32L in console, I find that can switch 
mY PE Boh off after loading 4 program. 

REWHEIN 
We 	received a demo program 	of 

'BEATHWHEEL" 	from 	Foxware (see 	last 
issue). This ie a new adventure oame that 

runs under the Scott Adams Adventure 
Module - disk or cassette. 

Must say this is a refreshing change 
from most other adventure games. 	re. 
logic and deduction. 	Rather than ruma.ing 
around trying to score treasures and fight 
monsters (etc.) the point is to complete 
the game by finding the culprits in the 
pIot and survive the trials le tribulations 
encountered. 

The game opens up with your arrival 
on the largest space station: Satellite 
Ecology Corporation's GREENWHEEL as a 
famous computer consultant. Your mission 
is to figure out what has gam, wrong on 
the station - a case of terrorist black-
mail. The station is shaped like largo 
wheel with various sections and a large 
prolog.) dome in the centre. 

This game is an Advanced adventure - 
it will tax your deductive logic fully! 
If you are an expert adventurer, go right 
ahead - your skills will be used to their 
limit. Scores and treasures aro NOT the 
objective,: part of the pleasure here is in 
figuring out the goal and how to achieve 
it! Being in the right place. ot the r 'ht 
time is essential. 

The introduction book describing thr 
same is well done. It includes hints and 
tips along with a nice NASA print of a 
torus space station. Tho front cover is 
also a work of art - showing the interior 
of a habitat in the station. 

"Remember that the future of Orogen-
wheel, the future of space. colonization 
and ,eour own life depends on you! Go with 
our best wishos!° Tn fact, go for it 
adventurers. 

Deathwhoel was written using 	the 
Adventure Editor program by Marcus Weiand. 
Available from: 
FOXWARE, 1853 Newton St., 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001 
010.00 Cassette 1112.00 Diek 

HORIZON 
Between LA and NJ shows, there hasn-... 
been enough time to finish the Horizon 
RAMDISK. The board is sitting out in 
the shop half done. No problems thus 
iar. Also waiting for some extra parts 
to come in that were not on hand. 
gioh_ 
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MAKE YOUR HOUSE 
SMART WITH THE 

99HOME SENTRY 

BITS & CHIPS 
23637 MIc 99 

Edmonds, WA S021) 
725../3/0 

CorCoap's 99 HOME SENTRY module 
has redefined the term 'home 
computer". This exciting 
program will allow the power of 
your 99/4A Home Computer to 
automate your home and sere you 
Money! 

CorComp, Inc., in cooperation 
with the world's leading 
manufacturer of tiaera, X-'0 
'ne., has added the 99/41 

iputer to the list of 
Seewrsonal computers being used 
to automate home. across thm 
nation. 

X- 10, the world's leading 
manufacturer of home control 
devicea has introduced the I-10 
POWERHOUSE System which will 
interface between your 99/4A 
computer and CorCosp's 99 HOME 
SENTRY to provide hove 
securitypsafety, energy 
conservation and convenience of 
home automation. 

Sisply load the Home Sentry 
module, plug the accompanying 
cable into the joy mtiek port 
of your 99/4A and to the 
Powerhouse X-10 interface! 
This remarkable concept does 
not require any expansion of 
your 99/4A Home Computer! 
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SECURITY - Progres your hope to 
deter intruders while you are 
not there. Pill your hose with 
activity as the yard lights, 
living roos lamps, the radio or 
TV all autosatically come on at 
predetermined times. You can 
control light levele and very 
the eequence of activity 
throughout your home giving 
that "lived in look"! 

CONVENIENCE - Your computer, 99 
HONE SENTRY and the I-10 can 
awaken you with stereo music or 
TV news, light yOur bedroos, 
hallway and bath; turn on the 
heat; brew your coffee and make 
your toast all before your feet 
hit the floor! The comfort of 
the automated home is yours 
today! 

ENERGY SAVINGS - We have all 
heard the Energy Cosmission 
implore us to more efficiently 
operate our sppliences, cool 
and heat our hoaes. With the 
HONE SENTRY and the I-10 
system, automatic conservation 
means a reduction in utility 
bills and inoreased savings to 
you! 



MECHATRONIC GmbH 

We met with Manfred Wilhelm at the LA 
Fest-West ,a6 	to 	discuss 	current 
product*, 	future 	plans 	and 	new 
developments 	for 	the 	TI 	97/4A. 
Mochatronic has several interesting 
resources 'in-hoese" which allows the 
company to bring new prodects out in a 
short time frame. The TI market has 
basical!!. been "adoptel" by the West 
Germen comparry Mechatronic. 

ficeri Sehleeeth.of Houston, Tebes also 
met es at the L.A. Shoo. Ho had just 
completed the GRAM Cord documentation 
in English - top notch work! Herei will 
be doing most 04 the Mechetronic 
trrnmlatine from here on in. Faster 
service, more accurate documentatioe, 
uedyrstanding of TI 99/4A s/stems and 
we get it SOONER rather than later. 
Hee a ereet time et the shoe. It ie 
really nice to meet people that ile've 
been working with long dietetic.. 

As of next month, Mechatronic is going 
into prodectior with thr sm, memory 
printer port on e Peripheral Expanzion 
Box card. 
Nemt ee will have demo units of their 
SO coIemn card bi mid-May. Production 
should be felly implimented be lune 
1986. Best of all, this 80 column 
lisplay feateree a 9938 eideo chip ;the 
ono written up in Computer Shopper by 
Randy Holcomb); 256 colours 256 
sprite colours, 256 x 209 pi:f.el 
resolution, 192k of video RAM, RGB or 
composite monitor output AHD compatible 
with all TI software - including TI 
Basic. Assembly code mill access this 
video 	displaeimemori>. 	directli. 
Packages 	such 	 TT 	Writer and 
MeltiPlan will have to have their 
display windows rewritten on the disk 
to be compatible. 
At this point we are liscussing the 
software 	updates with e couple of 
programmers capably of re-writing the 
diek files. How, one important point: 
thr 80 column display interfate will 
HOT be built for the PE Box first. 	It 
is being designed to fit into the 128k 
stand-alone memory unit es pictured in 
iseue V 1.6 and shown in LA and 
This is due to tho fact that a cable to 
intercept signals from the 9918A video 
thip is required. Mechatronic dealers 
will be able to fit this card 	to ..our 
console. 	More details to folloe as lee 
receive updates. 

WE WANT DIRECT AND IMMEDIATE COMMENTS 
ABOUT THIS. You sae ene can't live 
eith a liadget between your console ansi 
eier 	interface cable''... You'd rather 
eee a enit that sits on TOP of the 
coneolee"... black, silver or beige?... 
Yee get the idea! 	 •••— 

3ust for reference: 

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A NINETY DAY 
WARRANTY. 
RYTE DATA IS PROVIDING A 48 HOUR 
REPAIR OR EXCHANGE SERVICE. 
All products will be serviced her* 
in North America. 

In progress is a project to provide d 

new inexpensiye disk controller anc 
disk drive. To encourage the TI 99/40 
market requires stete of the art 
drive sestemo that are comparable tc 
the performance and price available for 
other 	machines. 	We 	have 	beer 
authorized 	to 	locate hatriware 
software designers capable of producini 
a new DDC which will handle sing). 
sided. eingle density all the way up tc 
lee' sided, quad density disk drives. 
With good fortune, the unit will else 
incorporate direct memory access (DMA) 
for 	fast 	disk 	operations. 	Twc 
designers have been contacted whic bre 
willing to work on this new project. 
Look for further information in the 
neer 4uture. 
Corresponding to this is the project 
mentioned by Pat Saturn of NicroStuph. 
We are negotiating to have this net, 
peripheral expansion box icenufactured 
in quantity by Mechatronic. Such a PEE 
would allow owners to upgrade to a box 
that woeld have a built-in disk systole 
and will hold five standard TI carde 
*or additional features. 
Hard core TI users might want to look 
for the standard TI PE Box to hold 
seven cards in addition to the systes 
interface. After all. one box here has 
six cards total; add the Horizon 
RAmnisv and another 512P GRAM Card and 
it is FULL. 

NEW PRODUCTS: 

Due for imminent release is a new BASIC 
COMPILER. 	The documentation has to be 
finished, but that's about IT! 
news next issue on this product. 

Another new program due for release is 

8 
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Available:NOW 
2495°US FUNDS 

withthe GPL 
Package:s310 

Th-e rnost innovative expansion card ever de-

signed for the TI 99/4A. This peripheral ex-

pansion memory card gives you now features. 

more rxhver and control than ever before. 

Your computer can now perform tasks beyond 

all limits. is packed with unique functions; 

to transform your 99/4A. 

from Mechatr"ic 	 New 128191 A RA /GRAm 
512k Puy" CARD 
the ULTIMATE EXPANSION for the TI 99/4A 

Features: 
= 128k RAN1/GRAM memory • 64k RAM arid 

6-4k GRA.M 

> Expandable to 512k • Two = 1 megabyte 
RAM 

> Use "Load- files for custom aystem opera-
tion from main rnenu screen 

> Add an extra 13k to BaSiC programs 

> Load and run assembly programs 

> Load and run GPL programs 

> Save GROM modules and programs to disi; 

>Save ROM programs to disk 

Load and run ROM/GROM programs 

> Load console GROMS 0-2 into the GRAM 
card, modify the 99/4A console operating 
system for new features! 

99 MOUSE• w/ software $98 
Extended Basic II plus  $75 
128k Stand-alone memoryi3 
printer port Inc! 	$149 
MAXIMEM 	 $145 

TI DOS yr/icon 
interface $25 

and AVAILABLE VERY SOON: 
80 Column Card - library'Card -;Internal 32k 
New module Command Centre. ii_w/ battery 

 GPL Memory Module .... and more! 
11=111 

> Menu access up to 8 choices (modules. 
etc.) from main screen 

Hex monitor allows you to change CPU. 
VDP and GROM memory directly from key-
board input 

> All software is on card. No disk required 

Change CRU address base via switches 

Review module library from main menu 

Fulty compatible with T1. CorComp and Myarc disk controllers. Switch 
selection ensures compatibility vnth all current and future expansion 
cards. Tested wan Foundation 128k and Myarc 1213k memory cards, Hori-
zon RAMdisk, Myarc and TI RS-232 cards. Nem you can access ail the 
true power of your TI 99/4/1 at a remarkable price. Anything you wish 
can now be accomplished! Download your most used modules. Modify 
prograrns to suit your needs. With the imminent 80 column card, you can 

have a "new" computer now, equal to any comparable machine on the 
market Place your order today. 

Nap 
R  e [CO 

MILLENNIUM COMPUTERS 

210 MOUNTAIN STREET. 
HALIBURTON, ONTAF110 KOM 1S0 
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CorCompe Triple Tech or Stand alone 
clock. This package gives you three 
independent timers, text reaiouts, 12 
or 24 hour mode, wi AM F. PM function, 

independent week!4ateftime set AND two 
interrupt driven utilities to allow 
constant display of the time or ueer 
called time 	dieplav. 	Puns 	under 
E,:tended Basic at sesembl-; speed! 
PRICE: el7.95 Disk and booklet. 

ORPHAN CHRONICALS: 
by Dr. Ron Albright 1r. 

[Available through Millers Graphic," 
1475 W. Cypress Ave., San Dimes, CA 
91779 (714) 599-1431/ 

This is a book that will interest are. 
TI 99/4A owner. Dr. Albright has done 
s greet deal of research and valid 
interpretation of the events, people, 
cause and effect surrounding the rise 
and "fall" of our machine. 
The book chronicals 172 pages of good, 
nolid information rarely found in one 
source. With ten chapters and 56 pgs 
of appendices, TI owners will find a 
lot of interesting reading and various 
"survival" too/s. 
He starts out by notireg that there are 
no heros or villians in the book and 
that it is an sccount of facts with his 
own interpretation thereof. 
Chapter One details the 1979/80 debut 
of the 99/4 and the 99/4A upgrade. 
Detailed are the computer wars of 1982 
right up to "Black Fridie," October, 
1983 when TI pulled the plmg. 
Chapter Two reveals the aftermath of 
the announcement to orphan the 4A by 
TI's corporate heirarchy. 
Chapter 	Three 	provides o look at 
commercial users groups. Here is where 

would 	interpret things slightly 
differently. 	Albright fairly roasts 
the International Users Group and later 
is more lenient with Home Computer 
Magazine. 
Chapter Four presents the real users 
groups - the bright souls who have 
contributed more the the survival of 
the 99/4A than anything else to date. 

- Chapter Five discussed the 	growing 
telecommunications 	phenomena... 	one 

' that tends to run ones phone bill way 
over the limit! (Ron is a sysop on 
Compuserves TI FORUM). 
Chapter Six poses an 	question 	of 
"SUPPORT? FROM WHERE?". TI owners are 
of the 'once burned - thrice shYs 

- 
variety... 	from "Phoeni:f to 99/128" 
the rumours have run their course. 
Here Ron covers several companies and 
does little rciesting of CorComp, 
Myarc and Ryte Data iyoues truly!) for 
announcing and/or publishing "now 
computer" information hefore err, 	1 
machine (was) available. 	Then again, 
Dr. 	Albright doesn't believe a new 
cnmouter will apeear. 
Chapter Seven covers the publications 
which have support the TI. Ron never 
now this newsletter until last week but 
he covers most of the others. He also 
has missed TI PEVUE from West Germany 

which publishes some of the best 
hardware articles and software listings 
I have ever seen. 
Chavter Fight goes into Freeware pros 
and cons for our communit. 
Chapter Nine is "What the Future May 
Hold"... something that the computer 
industr is really all About in the 
first place. Ron Albright really 
shines in *his chapter. He defuses a 
lot of the misery s,,ndrome many TI 
users exhibit. As one source noted, 
even if 1,000 machines go into the 
closet every day, It will take ten 
years before the final TI 47/4A is 
finally and completely "deed". 
Chapter Ten winds up a good book wit' a 
survival treatise on what to do, we_ sr 
to find support and a proper orphans 
attitude. Commendable. Suggested 
reading all the way around. 

Thanhs to Craig Miller for giving 415 a 
copy 	of 	the Orphan ChronicaIs to 
review. 	AVAILABLE 	FROM 	MILLERS 
GRAPHICS, 1475 W. 	Cypress Ave., San 
Dimas, CA 91773 : 469.95 

LA cant' 
in various TI modules as well as the TI 
99/4A console operating system. 

It was really nice to meet people in 
Los Angeles before, during and after 
the show. A great deal of discussion 
centred around the piracy issue in LA1 
some programmers are considering 
leaving the software end of the TI 
market due to the fact that piracy runs 
rampant. Others maintain that it is 

With 	approximately 	1,000 	people 
attending the show, the L.A. 	Users 
Group 	plans 	to 	host 	another 
Fest-West '87 in Los Angeles. 	There 
were also discussions about hostine a 
show in Australia in late 1986. 	We'll 

10 keep you posted! 



11Jra,gram 	ana.ser 
c k, John D K000m 

AT LAST! a computeri7ed organizational tool that REALLY WORKS! 

,*nne Pro.gram ',Manager's outstanbing features: 
— written entirely in assembly language 

— organize, categorize, access, load & run over 11,000 assembly language programs almost 
instantly 

all prompts are very user friendly 

all menus are totally user designed 

PROGRAM MANAGER resides in computer memory until system shutdown, "QV l'f" 
will not dump the program 

— user definable automatic disk drive search — in ANY order 

— will support and search up to 5 disk drives in ANY configuration (SS/SD, DS,' SD, 
DS,i' DD etc.) 

will support Myares 128 K or 512 K Memory Expansion Cards 

user definable screen color display 

PROGRAM MANAGER supports almost all commercial and fre.tware assembly language 
programs 

Program qilanager's 
?Itequirelt: 

— TI 9914A console 

— 32 K Memory Expansion 

single disk drive 

6000+ module 

r*Liftinare nub 601111+ ntobule 

$69.95  

requirements: 
(Optional: 

Myares 128 or 512 K 
Memory Expansion Card 
multiple drives in any 
configuration 

— Cartridge Port Expander 
("Widget" by Navarone Ind.) 

*4-fixture only 

$25.95 

rxrlitsitte Pistributor: DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

PILGRIM'S PRIDE e 5 Williams Lane • Hatboro, PA 190443 • (215) 441-4262 
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NEW JERSEY : MAINUND! 
The New Jersey TICOFF Show was quite 
different than the LA Fest West in 
several points. Held in Roselle Park 
High. School, TICOFF had a definite 
advantage with organizational help and 
school facilities. It did not seem to 
be as well attended as the LA show. 
There were also a number of other 
vendors soiling Apple and IBM gear - 
although the majority seemed to be TI 
dealers and exhibitors. Media coverage 
slated for TICOFF did not take place 
for different reasons. 	The range of 
new products introduced was less 
extensive than those shown in LA. More 
user group members and representatives 
were in attendance to see the Myare 
computer. One new product shown was a 
Program Manager by John Keown which 
will organize, categorize, access, load 
and run over 11,000 assembly programs. 
This program in mery impressive' It 
resides in memory until power down, 
will search env drive in any order and 
supports all popular drive types. The 
program requires a *6000+ modulo*, 32k 
and drivels). 
Available for 669.95 from Pilgrim's 
Pride, 5 Williams Lane, Hatboro, PA 
.19040 (215) 441-4262. 

UPDATE: The reason this issue is late 
MYARC SHOWED A WORKING 9995 

COMPATIBLE COMPUTER APRIL 5TH.!!! 
(Fin#11/1 at last; in public) 
We *rust that this won't dismay too 
many people who have bean waiting for 
the past year. 14 you just can't live 
withcv4t a new machine. :045. they did 
actvall- come through after ail. 

The place was at the New 	England 
Computer Faire. 	There have been some 
conflicting reports as to the status of 
the machine; one being that a soft-
ware problem has to be fixed and one 
being that a chip was blown on the 
board. Chris Bobbit informed me that 
the motherboard was a production type 
(NOT A WIRE WRAPPED PROTOTYPE) and was 
fully soc4eted. Apparently the machine 
will be a standard 512k and is desionod 
to fit the PE Box. 

More later foills. 

The New Jersey Users Group must be well 
commended for the enormous amouot of 
time and effort which went into tho 
show. See :,cat again next year! 

SARNEFILCMUD 
This project is the 'SUPER LOAD° button 
mentioned last issue. 	It 	is 	an 
improvement 	on 	the Load Interrupt 
switch published last 	year. 	This 
version uses two chips: ono 74LSOO 
one 74LS74AN plus two logic gates 
one diode as shown in the diagram. 
Tho advantage here is that you can 
RETURN to tho calling program that is 
being analyzed. 	This allows you to 
jump into 'DEBUG° (or another utility 
set up with the correct vectors at 
FFFCaWP and FFFEaPC), examine 	your 
program in main memory and return to 
tho running program! 

First you must load the DEBUG program 
of the Editor Assembler package using 
option 3. Load Ile Run DSKI.DEBUO at the 
prompt. The program sets the correct 
vectors at which point we exit DEBUG. 
Then +you run the program: Assemblers 
Basic or Extended Basic which you want 
to analyze. When you depress the LOAD 
button and release it, the circuit 
performs a LOAD instruction exactly 
synchronized with the system. One (and 
only one) button press is recognized. 
The system jumps to DEBUG and passes 
control From your program to DEBUG. 
You can then examine in detail all t 
registers, single step through the ma.“ 
program, change an/ data etc. 
When you are through analyzing the code 
in this way, exit DEBUG by typing °O° 
;wpd hit °ENTER* to continue with the 
master prooram, 

Thanks to (Ili- On"r110- 
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SS ANY KEY FOR MENi., 

• grIght. sharp gr3phics 
TI's palette of 16 

computer generated colcrs 

• Easyon the.eyes. crisp 
alpha numeric characters. 

• No more "herringbone-. 
-computer hash' or other 
outstde interferences 

• Eliminate "rainbow-. the 
color distortion on vertical 
edges of graphics and text 

• 

imfithvk 
lc& fleh 

lab lot 

Expand your TI-9914ATm 
to 

DIJIT SYSTEMS 

	 R G B 

.4 

DIJIT Systems RGB Conversion Kit 
brings professional quality display 
to your Ti 99 4A 

  

DIM Systems 
4345 Hortensia St. 
Ban Diego, CA 92103 
PHONE: (619) 295-3301 

 

DIJIT SYSTEMS 
SAN DEGO CA uSA 
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PE BOX SPEECH: 

The photograph below is 

of a project tO install the 

Speech Synthesizer board on a 

card for the Peripheral 

E>1:•ansion Box. 

As ''011 can see, this 1S A 

prototype design done on pert 

board and hand wired. 	The 

designer 	reports that the 

project took several hours of 

hard work just to get it 

working properlv. The 

addition of a few chips and 

connector is needed to 

install the speech board. 

Tho board installs in any 

open slot iN the PE BOX and 

function% Just like a 

separate unit. One very 

possible approach would be to 

add this design to one of the 

more innovative boards as a 

k.it project or a new product. 

3ack 	Miller, 	2990 

blaidstone 	Ave., 	Trenton, 

Michigan 48183 would like 

response about selling the 

plans or any comments from 

interested owners. 

POLITICS 

	

Ono of the 	.'stranger' 

aspects of the TI community 

is that of politics. Ranging 

from comments to 

hostile actions, this causes 

the level of support to 

diminish. 

/t strikes me as unusual 

for .ZOND in 4A orphaned group 

to engage in killing off what 
little 6upport exists from 

retailees and compenies 

struggling 	to 	provide 

products And 	service. 

suppose. it has something to 

do with bing left high and 

drir by Tel:as Instruments over 

two years ago. 

The price wars, dwindling 

salcs for certain products 

acd political actions which 
evolve hurt 

owners. 
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* QUALITY 99 SOFTWARE 

Program 

BANNER MAKER 

DISK LABELER 

DRAW 'N PLOT 

ODICK-COPYER II 

SOFIXEYS 

CHART MAKER 

SWAP II 

DISK MANAGER IV 

OS-WRITER 

LIBRARIAN. 

DATA BASE 99 

El-LOADER 

KB-FORTH 

DUPLICATOR 

OBICK-CATALOGER 

OS-CONVERTER 

QS-KREF 

OS-ASSEMBLER 

LOGO-LISTER 

0S-RAMOISK 

Description 	 Reg. 

print large signs, horizontally or vertically 	 19.95 

print disk catalog on mailing label, stick it on disk 	 19.95 

draw on screen in bit-map mods, print in normal or full page size 	39.95 

backup disks in 3 passes or less, un-fracture files 	 19.95 

define your own function keys, up to 140 characters each 	 29.95 

turn numbers into impressive bar graphs IL pie charts 	 29.95 

print the screen of programs & modules, very fast 	 29.95 

the only RESIDENT disk manager program 	 39.95 

run TI-WRIIER with Ex. BASIC module 	 19.95 

print an alphabetized cata/og of all your disks 	 19.95 

an easy-to-use, fast, friendly, menu-driven, filing system 	 39.95 

shows menu of pgms on disk, load It run pgm with 1 key press 	 19.95 

run II-FORIH with Ex. BASIC module 	 19.95 

copy a disk in only 2 passes, including most protected disks 	19.95 

a resident disk catalog program 	 19.95 

convert a text file into a running program 	 39.95 

get a full cross-reference listing, in ONLY 2 minutesl 	 19.95 

assemble Assembly Language programs with Ex. BASIC module 	 19.95 

print Logo procedures on a PIO or RS232 printer 	 19.95 

a true 127 file RAM disk for the Foundation 128K card w/DSR option 	49.95 
OuAtIly 99 SOFTWARE 
1884 Columbia Rd. N1021 
Washington DC 20009-5161 

GUERILLA HARKETING: 
Publication of a newsletter is not 

an eas,. task; nor is it assured 
smccess. Her/ users 9roups hove noted 
that the costs to publish a lae.9e 
newsletter have been too mmch for the 
9romp to bear. Riinnin9 smch A vanture 

	

e blisiriess 	is 	e,,en more cestl.:. 
Thera 	are fax.tors whi=11 	limit 	the 
imp.,7t and Amlisoce. 

most notatie is that of merhetin9: 
how does one roach a si9nificant 
cortical' of the potentTai Ti owners who 
ere interested? Or this it is • 
ratter of 'word of mouth* • where ono 
.rson tolls another. 	In fact, thc. 

oi recent new subscvlbers are 
referrels 	et 	thir 	point. 	Makes 
sense... 	And ro•ri-ids the stnii of 
surv!-:aS. 

like what 	,Jou've r4ad ;n 
thie issme? Would 701. like to see it 
,m.•n-r And encomoess mere news, 'features, 
lorpler Articles, detailed projects, 
progr-ims etc.' 

Here's an appeal to assist the 
9rowth of Pal Computin9: tell a friend. 

Pass the word alon9 to other OW4e'fS. 

Encoura9e a new subscriber. 	Give oui 
address 	o .:our local .sers uroup as a 
source of informatior for the TI9F. 

Thie is 	A 
	e-,:errime 	in 	iimarilis 

mari.etin9. 	rely on incree.sio9 cALs 

snbscripton base kc 9row. 	A rlrr; 

specific nu”ber fs required to proid, 
more sc-zire A mmci., lar3er nunrber is 
neelsd to e7vand into a fm;: scele 
forvlat. 

15 
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DEF EPROM 
VSBR EOU >2028 
VSBW EQU >2020 
VMBW EQU >2024 
KSCAN EQU >201C 
OATEN EQU >1900 
ADRES EQU >1910 
TIM 	EQU >13 
DPO 	EQ6 >14 
PGM 	EQU >15 
TIME EQU >10D0 
OWNWS BSS 32 
FLAG BSS 2 
STRING BSS 4 
RAMSTA BSS 2 
RAMEND BSS 2 
EPRSTA BSS 2 
OFFSET BYTE >60 
NOKEY BYTE >FF 

BYTE tB' 
BYTE 'Et 

V BYTE 'V' 
BYTE 'PI 
BYTE 'Y' 
BYTE 'NI' 

k 	BYTE tRt 
BYTE '1" 

TABLE 

LEER 
TEXTO 
TEXT1 

DATA >30000-310103202 
DATA >3303r>3404r>3505 
DATA >3606r>3707,>3808 
DATA >3909,>410A,>4208 
DATA >430Cy>440Dr>450E 
DATA >460F,>0000 
TEXT ' 
TEXT 'EPROM-Burner (Jun712/84)' 
TEXT '16k-EPROM? (Y/N) 

CURSOR BYTE :AE 
TEXT2 TEXT 'RAM start address 	>1 
TEXT3 TEXT 'RAM last+1 address 	>' 
TEXT4 TEXT 'EPROM start address >1 ' 
TEXTS TEXT 'Read FF? Pro.) V"fy Back! 
TEXTSF TEXT ' Exit' 
TEXT6 TEXT ' 
TEXT7 TEXT 'okay' 
TEXTO TEXT 'er-Jr: not empty' 
TEXT9 TEXT 'error: not equal' 
DELAY LT PlgIrA-000 	*DELAY LOOF 
Li 	DEC R14 

JNE LI 
PT 

CLEAR LI ROr>2FF 	 *CLEAR 
LI R1r>8000 	*SCREEN 

L2 	BLWP @VMBW 
DEC RO 
JNE L2 

' PT 
TXTWR MOV *R1144R0 	*WRITE 

MOV *R114,R1 	*TEXT 
MOV *R1141R2. 
BLWP ;f■IVMBW 

EARCHANUER 
Following is the EPROM burner project 
we mentioned previously. This EPROMer 
is used in conjuction with the Extended 
Basic modulo. it allows the storage of 

data from any RAM memory region onto an 
EPROM fErasable Programmable Read Only 
MemorYl chip. The EPROM programmer is 
controlled by the enclosed assembly 
language software listing. The code 

loads into the lower Elk memory so that 
the upper 24L bank is avAilable for 

your proarams. 

It le also possible to load the tagged 
object code generated by the GPL 
Ascembler into high memor7 And program 
an EPROM with the code to create a "TI 
type" wodule which will ocross the GPL 
interpreteo in the F9f4A console. 
There are several module board designe 

which have been used for EPPOMs by 
third party companiec. 

Regeirements: 321: memor'.. expansion, one 
disk drive. the completed project and a 
powar eeeree of 25 volts DC. 

EPROMS ore also very ueefml ee pin 
compatible replacements for ROMs ifl 

poripherel cards for the 4A. Yoe can, 
foo example, the TI disk 
controller to write more trerfs per 
iech on a diskette. It is almo 
pomsible to develop FPROM beeed DSR 
rcetines for specialised carde designed 
to fit the PE Box. 

Parts required: a 28 pin Zero Force 
Insertion socket for the EPPOMm, en 13 
pie connector (dual sided) for the 
E.:tended Baeir module 
2 X 7P4LSOO 
1 X 741S85 
1 	'741.S155 
! X 7418751 
2.X 741.82T.", 
l'X 741.529', 

one PFED PFlAV for cerreei 	 in 
programming the chips. 4 DIF switches 
to select EPROM*: 7516! 2-'16, 2532, 
2-72. 2764/2,128 
4 control LED's 
PESET button. 

voltage to the cori with a 
suitable suppl - 32.5% to 25v MAXIMUM 
30mA dependie,1 on the typo of EPROM 
trairo9 programmed. 
NgTgl all voltage switches um be 
turned off before. a now EPROM selection 
iw made to Avoid damage to the EPPOM coo 16 



L8 	BL @CLEAR 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA ItTEXT0,24 

L9 	LI kl2pADRES 
CLR R7 
LDCP 1.00 
BL @TXTWR 
DA7A WpTEXT1p23 

L10 	CLR @>8374 
BLWP @KSCAN 
CB OY,@>8375 	*16K-EPROM? 
nil L11 
CB @Np@','8375 
JNE LIO 
SETO @FLAG 
MOVB WN7Fel 
JMP L12 

L11 	CLR @FLAG 
MOVB @YpR1 

L12 	LI R0,119 
AI Plp>6000 
BLWP @VSBW 
BL @TXTWP 
DATA 183pTEXT6p4 
BL @TXTWP 
DATA 16171EXT2122 
A P2pRO 
BL @ADRE 	 *RAM START 
LI R3pSTRING 	*ADDRESS 
MOV R3pR6 
LI R7pRAMSTA 
BL @HEXA 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 247pTEXT6p4 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 225tTEXT3,22 
A R2pRO 
BL OADRE 	 *RAM END+/ 
LI R3pSTRING 	*ADDRESS ? 
MOV R3pR6 
LI R7pRAMEND 
BL @HEXA 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 312pTEXT6y4 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 289,TEXT4,22 
A R2tRO 
BL @ADRE 
	

*EPROM START 
LI R3pSTRING 	*ADDRESS ? 
MOV R3pR6 
LI R7pEPRSTA 
BL OHEXA 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 417,TEXT5,28 

TASK LI R121ADRES 
SBZ DRD 	 *NEXT 
SBZ PGM 	 *TASK ? 
SBZ TIM 
MOV @FLAGp@FLAG 
JEO $+4 
SBO TIM 

11 	 @RAMSTApR6 

KEYLOP MOV R11,R10 
	

*SCAN 
L3 	MOVB @CURSORpRI 
	

*KEYBOARD 
BLWP @VSBW 
CLR S>8374 
BLWP aKSCAN 
CB ONOKEYp@8375 
JEO L3 
MOVB Z8375pRi 
PL @DELAY 
B *R10 

CHECK LI R2pTABLE2 
	

*CHECV 
L4 	INCT R2 
	

*INPUT 
CLR R9 
MOVB *R2tR9 
JNE L5 
MGV *Ri1pRI1 
RT 

L5 	CB R1pR9 
JNE L4 
INCT R11 
PT 

ADRE MOV R11pR8 
	

*ADDRESS 
LI R5pSTRING 
	

*READ FROM 
LI R4p4 
	

*STRING 
TASTE BL OKEYLOP 

BL @CHECK 
DATA TASTE 
MOW Rlp*R5+ 
AI R106000 
BLWP 4VSBW 
INC RO 
DEC R4 
JNE TASTE 
B *R8 

HEXA MOV RlIpRIO 
	

*BUILD 
LI R4t4 
	

*HEX-ADDRESS 
L6 	MOVB *R3pR1 
	

*FROM STRING 
BL @CHECK 
DATA $+2 
INC R2 
MOVB *R2p*R3+ 
DEC R4 
JNE L6 
CLR R3 
MOVB *R6+pR3 
SLA R3p4 
AB *R6+pR3 
MOVB R3p*R7+ 
MOVB *R6+pR3 
SLA R3p4 
AB *R6pR3 
MOVB R3p*R7 

EPROM EA18WNWS 
	

*PROGRAM 
MOV OLEERpRi 
	

*START 
CI R102020 
JNE Le 
LI R1pLEER 

'11P' L7 
	

AB @OFFSETp*R1+ 
CI R1pLEER+204 
JL L7 



THE SMART DISK OR MEMORY DISASSEMBLER 

* ALLOWS YOU TO DISASSEMBLE DIS/FIX 80 OR PROGRAM IMAGE FILES, 
CONTAINING 9900 ASSEMBLY CODE, RIGHT OFF THE DISK OR TO 
DISASSEMBLE MEMORY. 

OUTPUTS AN 80 COLUMN DISPLAY, COMPLETE WITH SOURCE CODE, 
OPCODE DATA, TEX1 AND ADDRESS, FOR EACH INSTRUCTION TO ANY 
STANDARD DEVICE. UP TO 3 OUTPUT DEVICES CAN BE ON AT ONCE 
AND THEY CAN BE TURNED ON AND OFF AT WILL. 

• GENERATES FULLY LABELED SOURCE CODE ON THE SECOND PASS, 
COMPLETE WITH REFs, DEFs, EQUATES AND A SYMBOL TABLE 
LISTING. 

• EASILY HANDLES DATA, TEXT AND DATA FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES AND 
IT AUTOMATICALLY SPLITS UP DATA OR TEXT BLOCK AND INSERTS 
LABELS AS NEEDED AND IT AUTOMATICALLY HANDLES THE DATA FOR 
BLWPs. 

* GENERATES SOURCE CODE THAT IS 100% READY FOR RE-ASSEMBLY FOR 
MOST FILES WITH VERY LITTLE, IF ANY, EDITING. 

CONTAINS AN AUTOMATIC DSR DISASSEMBLY OPTION WITH CRU BASE 
SELECTION, A REGISTER OPTION, AN EXTENDED LABEL CHECKING 
OPTION, A TEXT BEFORE DATA OPTION, AND A BASIC BIAS OPTION. 

ALLOWS RETRO SCREEN CAPTURE TO ANY STANDARD OUTPUT DEVICE. 

AUTOMATICALLY GENERATES A SEPARATE REF, DEF AND EQUATE FILE 
FOR YOU, SO YOU CAN SIMPLY ADD THE NECESSARY COPY DIRECTIVES 
TO IT FOR EASY REASSEMBLY. 

* IT's so FRIENDLY IT EVEN PUTS THE END DIRECTIVE IN FOR YOU. 

DISKASSEMBLER 

THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT TO ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS AND EXPLORER 
FOR THE SERIOUS PROGRAMMER! 

	INIII:Ei 
ORLER  No. UT0.3 	 PRICE 19.95 

MILLERS GRAPHICS 
1475 W. Cypress Ave. 
San Dimas, CA 91773 

U.SA. EARTH 



LI R12/ADRES 
SBZ DRD 
BL VTXTWR 
DATA 545/TEXT9/16 
B &TASK 

L17 	INC R7 
C aRAMEND/R6 
JNE L16 
LI R12/ADRES 
SBZ DRD 
BL aTXTWR 
DATA 545/TEXT7p4 
B @TASK 

FFTST LI R0/454 
BLWP @VSBW 
MOV aRAMEND/Ri 
S @RAMEND/R1 
A @EPRSTA/R1 
MOV OEPRSTA/R2 

L18 	SETO R8 
LI R12pADRES 
SBO DRD 
LDCR R2,13 
LI R12/DATEN 
STCR R8;8 
INV R8 
JEO Llg 
LI R12/ADRES 
SBZ DRD 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 545/TEXTS/IS 
B aTASK 
INC R2 
C RI/R2 
JNE LI8 
LI R12/ADRES 
SBZ DRD 
BL aTXTWR 
DATA 545/TEXT7/4 
B @TASK 

PROGR LI R0/458 
BLWP @VSBW 
LI R12/ADRES 
SBZ TIM 
SBO PGM 

L20 	CLR a>8374 
BLWP aKSCAN 
CB 019/a:18375 
JNE L2I 
• WTASK 
LOU: R7/13 
INC R7 
LI RI2pDATEN 
MOVB *R61-,R8 
LDCR R8/8 
LI RIZADRES 
SBO TIM 
DEC RIO 
JNE $-2 
END 

*READ CONTENTS': 

*FLUSH 

*PROGRAM END? 

*READ EPROM 
*CONTENTS 

*COMPARE? 

*BACK TO THE LI9 
*START OF THE 
*SCREEN PROMPT 

*PROGRAMMING? 

*COMPARE EPROM L21 
*CONTENTS WITH 
*RAM CONTENTS 

*TEST/ IF EP 
*IS FLUSHED 

*PROGRAM 
*EPROM 

MOV OEPRSTA/R7 
CLR a>8374 

L13 	LI R0/446 
LI Rlp>7E00 
BLWP aVSBW 
BLWP @KSCAN 
CB @NOKEY/a>8375 
JEO L14 
LI R0,446 
LI R/08000 
BLWP aVSBW 
BL aTXTWR 
DATA 449pLEER/23 
BL @TXTWR 
DATA 545/LEER/23 
LI R1/>9D00 
CB aR/a8375 
JNE ASKF 
B &READ 

ASKF CB aFpa>8375 
JNE ASKE 
B aFFTST 

ASKE CB @Epa>8375 
JNE ASKV 
LI R12pADRES 
CLR R7 
LDCR R7/0 
CLR a>837C 
LWPI >83E0 
B a>0070 

LASKI/ CB aV/a>8375 
JEO VERIFY 
CB @Bpa>8375 
JNE ASKP 
BL VDELAY 
B aL9 

ASKP CB aPra>B375 
JNE L13 
B aPROGR 

READ LI R0/449 
BLWP @VSBW 

L15 	LI R121ADRES 
SBO DRD 
LDCR R7/13 
INC R7 
LI R12/DATEN 
STCR *R64-09 
C aRAMEND/R6 
JNE LIS 
B aTASK 

VERIFY LI R0/463 
BLWP aVSBW 
CLR R9 
CLR R10 

L/S 	LI RI2/ADRES 
SBO DRD 
LDCR R7,I3 
LI R12/DATEN 
STCR R9/8 
MOVB *R64.,R10 
C R9pR10 
JEO L17 19 



possible damage to /our console! 
********************************** 

AS USUAL, THIS PROJECT IS DONE AT YOUR 
OWN RISK. 

is set, it 	is then followed by the 
setting of the data bits. The EPROM 
then recei..,es a programming impulse of 
50ms duration. This io standard mole 
for ail EPROM chips. 

******* ** *********************M4 

Credits: Circuit and program ileas from 
TI 16 bit Microprocessor Application 
boot% b.:, J. 	Parschat and an original 
design fo- a TMS990/10aM 	EPRONMER. 

Contributions from K. 	Hagynbuchner, 
Traun, 	West German.... 	Publishd 	by 
permission 	from 	TI 	REVUE. 	Tei:t 

translated by Herwi Schlereth. 

This circuit uses the console serial 
bit CPU I/0 channel through the address 
bus. The data bus it not used. 
Data is sent to the CPU bit 	bit via 
the CRUIN lino and iu transfared from 
the CPU 4ia CRNOUT. 
CROCLK delivers signals 4nr the datA on 
the CRUOUT line. Simultaneous)/ with 
the transmission of data bits, the bit 
address is put on the address butt to 
activate the EPROM programmer. 
The "MLS85 determines if the EPROMMER 
is being address-ed. CPN address >1900 

was chooson fnr this purpose: culTently 
unused by other devices in the TI 
s).stem. Should arp device ever be used 
that is tet for CPU )1900, the conflict 
con be resolved by altering the EPROM 
bias address to the A3-A7 address bits. 
With the aid of address bits A10 - All, 
CRUOUT and the 74LS155 it is 
determinded which of the TTL building 
blocks shall be active. If the EPROM 
address needs to be set, both 8 bit 
74LS259's are activated. Then 13 
address bits are transferred vie CRUOUT 
to the All- Al4 addressed positions. 
The remaining three bits are used to 
control the EPROMMER. 

To program a 128kbit EPROM requires two 
steps 	(full addressing requires 14 
bits) with manual setting 	of 	the 
switches. 
If thr bit values of the data line to 
the EPROM have to be set, then the 
74LS299 is activated and receives the 
required 8 data bits of information. 
If the bit value on the data line of 
the EPROM needs to be read then the 
74LS251 kicks in and sends 8 bits of 

information to the CPU. 
During EPROM programming there is a 
constant high relative voltage prmsent 
on the EPROM. As the next address bit 

!TcrE: There is no provision for the 
"fast programming" mode found on 
certain commorrial EPROMern. This mode 
could be installed easili enough with A 

patch to the assemblY routine to 
auto-increment data transfer. NOTE 2: 
Mechatronic has developed an EPROM 
programmer with additional features and 
full software control. Used in 
corouction with the GRAM card this 
provides for a complete GPL and TMS 
9900 assembly code development system 
using the 99/4A. 

LED DISPLAY: 

LULLP=: 
	

MEANING 
RED 
	

RROGRAMMING MODE 
,:ELLuW 
	

PROGRAmMING IMPULSES 
DATA BEING READ 

LIGHT RED 
	

POWER GOING TO EPROM 

Uhfirn the GREEN LED iights, the 74LS251 
is going low. If this occurs when 
turning on the computer, you must push 
the RESET button because CRU/N is 
block:ed and the CPU cannot execute. a 
full power up sequence. No title 
screen wilI appear and the computer 
will appear to be locked up. 

The way. this FPROMMER is designed, you 
can partially program a chip, Read 
contents into RAM, Test for flush (FP 
is all bytes), Verify (compare EPROM to 
RAM), Back istert over) or Exit (QUIT). 
START UP: 
INSERT EPROM W/ XS MODULE IN PORT 
SWITCH 2764 ON CONSOLE ON PRESS RESET 
ON EPROMMER INSERT EPROM CHIP SET 
SWITCHES CORRECTLY FOR PROGRAM 
VOLTAGES. SELECT XBASIC FROM MENU 
SCREEN Type: CALL INIT CALL 
LOAD("DSK1.EPROM") CAlL 
LOAD("DSKI.OSJECT") (your code on disk) 
CALL LINK("EPROM") 

SCREEN WILL SHUw ENTERED EXAMPLE 

16K EPROm (Y/N) 
RAM STA 
	

>A000 
RAm LAST+1 
	

>D000 
EPROM START ADD >0000 
READ F+? 
PROG 
	

P (ON) 
PROG 
	

P (OFF) 
WFY 
	

V 

20 EXIT 
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programs and routines from 

3im Peterson of: 

Tigercub Software 

)56 Collingwood Ave. 

Columbus, Ohio 43213 

Each 	 and 	every 

prevam/file is worth far 

more than the package price 

of 1130.00 for both disks! 

Programming *kills ore shown 

in a merge file format which 

accomplish excellent results 

from TI Basic / Extended 

Basic. Cassette versions are 

available +or many programs. 

Extended Basic is required 

for most of the programs. A 

catalogue is available for 

$2.00. Well worth the cost. 

EPROMMER continued: 
For all 'you brave souls 

who get this far, please send 

us • photo of your project as 

como/eted with a formatted 
disk [mailer too, please!] 
and we will send you a poke 
list ond object file 
conversion program. For 
those of you who cannot build 
such devices, orders will be 
accepted +or the commercial 
version from Mechatronic. 
Better yet, send in the 
market survey form to give us 
an idea as to what you really 
want for your machine. 

And +or those of you who 
would like. to save some hours 
of typing, send us TWO disks, 
a mailer, return postage 
(loose stamps or an 
international mailing coupon) 
and 117.00 for a disk FULL of 
programs from this and past 
issues.... PLUS extra public 
domain shareware programs 
in Extended Basic and 
Assembly. Fair enough'' 

You should tell us your 
disk controller type: TI, 
CorComo or Myarc to get the 
right format. 

	

Suscribers 	who 	took 
advantage of the $50 offer 
receive, tho disks as part of 
their subscription. Not* 
that future *50.00 (US) disk 
subscription orders are for 
THIS YEAR ONLY! 

GEMINI F4RILMTEFC OWNEIRS  
"1-710V—P1RINT" IS HlaIRE !I  

40Y-PRINT A "COPYRIGHTED" PROGRAM. COMBINES THE  
POWER OF THE TI/994A WITH THE EXCEPTIONAL GRAPHICS-- 
OF TKAEMINLIOX/15X PRINTERSL.FRJWTER GRAPHJga 
WITH THE Fi•IPISSf 	iStOTtfigilin [401.IRS 9F  
FRUSTRATING PROQRAMMIK FPLONE SMPLL eICTURE. DRA4 
ON SCREEN WITH JOYSTICK.EINE ALL CR PARTAF-PKTURI 
AND CONTINUE DRAWING. REPEAT PRINT LOOP.DOUBLE STRIKE 
CAPABILITY.USE ONE OF OYER 180 PRINT CHARACTERS.  
VSE FOR BUSINESS LETTERHEADS.PERSONALIZED STATIONERY.  
gR JUST FUN FOR THE KIDS.  
WORKq_ON BOTH SERIAL, AND PARA4EL PORTSk  

COST ONLY> CASSEITEs$10a5 DISK2412.95 
REQUIRES.JOYSTICK.X-BASIC.TI99/4A.CASSETTE OR DISK.  
§EMINI 10/X OR 15/X PRINTER.  

CHECK OR MONEYORDER TO:  
ELNEELLSSEDIML 
434LCOMFORT STREET  
COCOA. FLORIDA_32927  
WE SHIP FIRST P.M MAIL.POSTAGE PAID Ely  
ELNIALLMEDIABE 

Some preliminary discussions have 
been tendered relating to a consortium 
of hardware and software companies that 
support our machine. The basic idea 
being a pooling of knowledge and 
resources to bring new products to 
market. With the continuing socrecy of 
Texas Instruments, this would place 
memo small companies in a position of 
sharing information on an openly 
co-operative basis. 

This seems to be a step in the 
right 	direction 	for the loyal TI 
community. 	Consider that the 	grip 
Texas Instruments hsd on their machi 
software, hardware and 	informatiL__ 
placed owners in a very tight spot. 
The legendary third party simply didn't 
exist the same way as it does for Big 

	

22 Red or Big Blue. 	If either one o# 

MAIL—LiSi stores up to 40() records. Sort 
by name. Search by part of last name. 
Print label% 	listings. Eritire program 
loaded into memory eliminating numerous 
disk changeg.. Requires II-94/4o, AiittIL:, 
disk drive, 32K mem. Printes optional. 
Write: K.G. Mori, lel Atlaatic: Avenu.r, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R2W UP? 



these 	companies 	orphaned 	̀tivoir 
mainstream computers, owners would have 
a viable third party support system to 
rely on. 

Virtually none of tho third party 
companies have the resources to address 
a r ,nificant section of the 99 owner 

A consortium would allow support 
companies to develop more products for 
the 4A and REACH the market in a more 
effective menner. 

Comments?  

DO YOU PLAN ON BUYING THE MYARC 9995 
COMPUTER? __ 
CProvided it becomes available!) 

At what price? 	Whet memory__ 
Should this machine run ISM or Apple 
software?_ 
If you do not have an expansion unit 
would you buy ono to hold the Myarc . 
computor-on-a-card?____ 
At what price? 
Do you feel software to use 512k or 
more of main memory is worth extra 
cost? Maximum price?  

MARKET SURVEY: 

As you may have guessed from the 
odd comment, veiled and the not- un-
veiled hints, Ryte Data has some 
projects in the progress... 

To carry those out, * response from 
subscribers and non-suscribers alike is 
NEEDED. 

Your investment is a few minutes, 
en envelope and a lowly stamp... your 
return on investment takes the form of 
kits, now products, larger publication 

r 

ormat and so+tware. 

s your 99 expanded? ___ 
CorComp__ Myarc__ Standalone__ 

w/321:__ 	 RS-232__ 
Printer?_ 	Type 
Disi4 drives?____ Type 	 
Number of cartridges _ 
Number o4 disk software packages_ 

Jeeltly use of your system ____ hrs 

l'ubscriber to database/BPS? 

3ther computers? 	Brand 
is* computer st work? 

',ember of users group? 

How important is the open information 
policy 	for 	a 	new 	machine? 

Do you feel the new products being 
introduced for the TI/994A help the 
computer survive?___ Do you plan to 
purchase new hardware?___ 
New software?___ 

If .imu have a basic console would you 
buy an internal 32k memory?___ 

Would an expanded memory 99/4A 	be 
worthwhile? 

Should a hew keyboard be added?___ 

Does an expanded memory module440k1 
interest you,_ 	At what pric*? 

As announced previously, we are going 
into production on a "GPL Memory 
Modulo' that gives you the capability 
to load 8k programs into memor, on a 
card for the modulo port. This unit 
can hold up to 16k worth of programs on 
an EPROM and can be expanded to 40k of 
RAM memory. The e;:pected prie is 
$70.00 US with an EPROM program to load 
St run GPL, Assembl:i And other user 
applications. Various utility programs 
will be supplied with the Memory Module 
to take advantage of the 24k to 56k of 
memory. 

41,1510r 	name 	k 	address are not 
tied or required (unless you have 

reason 	le: questions, need for 
roduct info etc.) 

lire you 	interested 	in 	newsletto, 
3rojects as kits? 	Products? ___ 

Jha' 4ew products would you like to see 
feitAwgJur 99/4A? 

We 	require 	a market -i.trvey which 
indicates how many people would buy 
such a deyice. 	It .:ou would like a 
Memory Modulo, please send 	us 	an 
advance order with /our name and 
address. These %gilt ba produced on a 
first-in First-out basis. DO NOT SEND 
ANY MONEY. Just -/our order. 
We will than inform /ou when 	the . 

213 oioducts are read- to ship. 



4 

SUSC IBE NOW to receive each new issue. 

Cop 	are mailed during the fourth meek 
ay. 	month to suscribers.  The data shown 

on . ch cover is +or the month PAST le: 
JAN 1966 is published at the tog of 

January. Back issues are available as 

follows: 
✓ 1.2 Load Interrupt Switch 

E/A 8k module upgrade 

✓ 1.3 TMS 9995 Memory map & specs 

numeric keypad project & etc. 

✓ 1.4 Extended Basic plus by Apesoft 
Myarc 126k card 
Auto-fire project & etc. 

✓ 1.5 32K internal memory upgrades 

DS/DD Ramdisk 
Auto power-up project 

✓ 1.6 Myarc 256k Computer 
"C' Compiler 
128k 'console only' memory unit 

RAM/GRAM card 

R/D Computing is published monthly bY 
Ryte 	Data 	in Haliburton, Ontario. 
Copyright 1995. All material contained 
herein is taken from sources bollevod 
to br accurate. No responsibility 
errors, 	omission* 	or misprints is 
assumad. 	Articles may be reprinted 
with 	credits 	by users groups for 
publication. 

Articles dealing with Texas Instruments 
99/4A and 9900 based computers are 
published. Special attention is given 
to data on upgrading and modifying the 
4A console & system. Information and 
material +or consideration is solicited 
from owners, users groups, hardware 
manufacturers, software publishers etc. 
Please send all correspondence to Ryte 
Data R/D, 210 Mountain Street, 
Haliburton, Ont. KOM ISO Canada. 	We 

✓ 1.7 MAXIMEM review 	 cannot 	accept 	responsibility 	for 

EPROM burner 	 materials submitted and, unless stated 

Schedule Manager review 	 otherwise, will assign all manuscripts, 

Sense & Control card 	 letters etc. 	for publication. 	UNL'r 
Manuscripts with sufficient postage and 

1986 Subscription price: $14.00 US funds. self/addressed mailer will be returned. 
including First Class Delivery. Add $3 foreign 
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Ryte" 
0ata 	 

 

e.ox pa MOUNTAIN STRUT 
HALIBURTON, WAR* V.0M 150 
CANADA 

In two issues (March/ we are setting 
Back Issues are available to subscribers 

up a new un- classified ad section. ("...eap 
onlx. 	Price: 	112...qff each. 	Add $1.,..00 rates at #1.25 per 40 character 	Ayr. 
postage US If Canada. 	Add 152,q0 overseas.  Send copy to our address with payment. 
For Spacial Deliverx 	 4Ad 

Count all the characters, spaces etc. Ads 
will be run according to order received. 
Deadline date is the 21st of each month. 
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